Bouldering at Izbor
There is a huge boulder field at Izbor. Most of the rocks are shattered limestone,
and the steeper lines have some unreliable holds (at present). However there are
countless steep slabs and walls of all standards.
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Izbor is approached via the N323 Granada Motril road and is 5km south of the
Lanjaron junction. The turning to Izbor is through a tunnel then down to the village.
There is limited parking in the village and it is best to park on the outskirts.
Walk up through the village. There is a small parking area where the road narrows
and steepens. Turn left along a flat section (note bar / terrace on the left). After
a water fountain is a T junction. Turn right, 1st left, 1st right and 1st left. Continue
up to the highest point of the village.

As you leave the last houses on a steep concrete track, a level path leads off to the
right past a barn. Follow this which winds its way past terraces and the remains of
an old rubbish tip (lots of broken glass) towards a small ridge where the boulders
begin. Avoid the first boulders (amongst the broken glass) and cross the ridge into
the hidden valley full of boulders..............
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